January 2019 - MBS Mantra MBS High Income/Absolute Return Strategy returns:
- Incubation Portfolios: +0.39% Net, +0.48% Gross; 2018: 4.21% Net
- Aggregated SMAs: +0.84% Net, +0.92% Gross; 2018: 2.81% Net
- Income Aggregated SMAs: Average Income for Jan 2019: 0.68%
- Income Aggregated SMAs: Annualized (BEY) Income for Jan 2019: 8.26%
Hello. Please find attached the January 2019 Fact Sheets for our flagship MBS Absolute Return Strategy.
These can be accessed from our website as well. This monthly report is also attached to this email as a pdf
file.
There are a number of changes to our Fact Sheets that I will describe below. The first change is that we
are isolating the performance of our Incubation portfolio and producing a second Fact Sheet. This
portfolio is incorporated in the Aggregated SMAs that we continue to report. While they are largely
similar, there are slight differences in performance that I will highlight.
The second change is in the simulated fees on our Fact Sheets. Since we manage in SMAs, we
customize both portfolios and fees for clients. Our Fact Sheets simulate ‘institutional fees’ to compute Net
Returns. Based on some recent conversations with potential allocators, we have decided to change the
proposed institutional Fee structure to incorporate a Hurdle Rate for performance fees. Both Fact Sheets
are now recomputed with the new Fee Structure.
Market color
Readers of our December 2018 newsletter will have noted that the Price Return attribute of our Total
Returns in 2018 was negative (-3.6%), even though we had positive returns for the year. The older
purchases also had a greater “mark” decline. Much of this was unrealized price ”mark” declines during
2018, due to market volatility. While most markets, notably High Yield and Equities, have rebounded in
Jan 2019, our marks in 2019 are still mostly unchanged, allowing the High Income of our portfolios to be
isolated in Jan, and to continue to generate stable monthly positive returns.
In terms of market color, with year-end selling pressures behind us, most MBS are trading firmly, and
traders are complaining that they cannot buy bonds anymore at the prices that existed in Q4. We await the
awakening of the pricing services.
In the December report, we discussed the range of estimates of prices from different pricing sources. One
of our favorite strategies continues to have declining marks, as it appears that the pricing service matrices
used for their matrix and model pricing do not appear to be able to distinguish between floating rate bonds
off ALT-A collateral (such as we own), and floating rate bonds off subprime collateral (that we shun),
and price them around the same levels, in the $50s.
This was the case during the Crisis, resulting in outperformance for those who purchased ALT-A floating
rate bonds and shorted ABX, and remains so today. We capture the benefits of this trade by harvesting
High Income from such severely discounted bonds, that we believe will be ‘money-good’, and continue to
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buy more to reinvest, when they are available at cheaper prices (since many market participants only bid
bonds in the context of the pricing service marks) from forced sellers. We believe these are mispriced on
the cheap side. It is for reasons such as the vagaries of pricing services that we charge performance fees
only on Closed Trades.
This is also a good segue to discuss our 2 Fact Sheets.
Fact Sheets: Incubation portfolio and Aggregated SMAs.
Since we only charge performance fees on Closed Trades, we have no incentive to play pricing and
performance ‘games’, such as only buying bonds below pricing service marks to show an immediate gain,
or to defend marks by overpaying for bonds. Our returns over time come primarily from the Income
realized from our client’s bonds, and not from Price Change. We buy bonds based on our models of value
and their suitability for the client’s portfolio, and buy such bonds when they become available.
Obviously, cheaper is better, but we are not beholden to the marks.
Sometimes we manage to purchase bonds below the marks, and other times we pay higher than the marks.
Our portfolios, especially new client portfolios, therefore show pricing volatility in the first few months as
new money is being invested during portfolio construction. Sometimes SMAs show net unrealized “gains
from marks”, other times, net “losses from marks”, based on where the pricing service has priced bonds,
and most of this level change occurs in the first few months of portfolio construction.
2018 was very productive for us. Our AUM more than doubled, almost tripling. However, most of the
new clients have not owned their bonds for many months, and have not accumulated sufficient income to
overcome the price changes we experienced from marks, both upon purchase when the reported “bond
value” resets to the mark, and then again from market volatility in Q4. Currently over half the total bonds
in all the SMAs have been owned for less than 6 months. As a result, our Aggregated SMA Fact Sheet is
now dominated by Client bonds with short holding periods to date.
Income is a rate while prices are a level, and only Income should be annualized. Price level changes in
MBS occur periodically and can be sticky, and should not be annualized. As the new clients own their
portfolios for more time, I am confident that the price changes from marks will be overcome by the
continuous monthly Income.
In the meantime, we believe that the results on the Incubation Portfolio Fact Sheet are currently more
indicative of the longer term performance of our unique High Income strategy. In spite of greater mark
declines that the newer portfolios, the Incubation portfolio still outperformed the Aggregated SMAs for
the year by 1.4%, due to more Income earned from the full year offsetting the price mark changes.

New Proposed Fee Structure – simulated on the Fact Sheets
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We continue with the proposed 1% management fee for Institutional allocations.
We now apply an annualized 6% Hurdle rate on the profit of Closed Trades, with a 25% performance fee
on the excess over 6%. A High Water Mark process is computed and tracked for Closed Trades with an
annualized Return below 6%. Profit from new Closed Trades has to cover accumulated shortfalls below
the Hurdle level, before Performance Fees are due.
Since the 1% management fee is computed monthly based on aggregated balances, and not tracked per
bond, it cannot be credited back towards the Hurdle return computation. We chose the 6% gross profit
hurdle to generate an effective 5% Net Hurdle Rate after fees.
Based on our historical simulation, this fee structure is cheaper than a 0%/30% structure for an investor,
and much cheaper than our previous structure.

Following up on the Yield Curve flattening in October 2018
In MBS Mantra’s November newsletter, I wrote the following:
There has also been much prognostication from various sources that the flattening, and indeed
slight inversion (to 5 years), of the yield curve portends a recession.
We disagree.
We believe that the US Treasury market and curve shape stopped having meaningful
information starting in 2002, when foreign central banks started implementing their QE and
currency activities through investments in US Treasuries. The shape of the curve no longer has
meaning. Neither does the difference between TIPs and USTs, as predictors of inflation. Most
traditional models of bond valuation taught in textbooks and CFA courses - real returns plus
inflation expectations plus liquidity term premiums - are obsolete.
I fully expect that, in two months’ time when the data is released, we will discover that the
Bank of Japan purchased a significant amount of US Treasuries in Nov/Dec, to offset the Yen
strengthening that should have resulted from the equity market selloffs in November and
December 2018.
…
To me, this smells of a Japanese intervention to keep the Yen weak. We last saw this in 2014.
This conclusion was reinforced by a simultaneous widening in Swap Spreads that occurred, suggesting
overseas UST demand.
The data for November was released on Jan 31, 2018. (Treasury International Capital or TIC data,
released by the US Dept. of the Treasury. HOLDJN Index on the Bloomberg.)
As I expected, the BOJ was indeed a net purchaser of US Treasuries in November, by $18.1 Billion,
increasing their holdings to $1.036b. This demand for USTs is what flattened the curve, and
triggered a lot of business-TV gobbledegook about historical data showing that flattenings usually
predicted recessions, etc.
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Similar punditry occurs when central bank UST demand is interpreted as increasing Inflation
Expectations. I have already written about this in 2016 in Interpreting Benchmark Yields Separating Inflation Expectations from Central Bank activity.
I will be writing another white paper on this topic, as time permits.

We welcome your questions and comments.
Regards, Samir
February 10, 2019

Samir Shah
President and CIO
MBS Mantra, LLC (a CT Registered Investment Advisor)
"Alpha Through Analysis"®
203-388-8356 P
203-273-0360 C
sshah@mbsmantrallc.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/samir-shah-6a9096a
Please visit our website www.mbsmantrallc.com for important disclosures.
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Important Notice - Disclaimer
This overview is being provided to you by MBS Mantra, LLC (“MBS Mantra” or the “Firm” or the “Adviser”), for
informational purposes only, on a confidential basis and is intended solely for use by the company or individual to
whom it is being delivered. Potential investors are advised to request and carefully read and review MBS Mantra’s
Firm Brochure (Form ADV Part 2), and other documents, if any, provided by MBS Mantra (the “Documents”).
Under no circumstances should this overview be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer
to buy, interests in any securities, funds, other financial products or investment strategies managed by MBS Mantra,
nor shall it or its distribution form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract for advisory
services or otherwise.
The information contained with this brochure has not been audited and is based upon estimates and assumptions. No
reliance should be placed, for any purpose, on the information or opinions contained in this overview. The
information contained in this brochure is based upon proprietary information of MBS Mantra and public
information, but it may not be comprehensive, and it should not be interpreted as investment advice. No
representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information or opinions contained in this overview by MBS Mantra or by its affiliates and any of their principals,
members, managers, directors, officers, employees, contractors or representatives.
Investors must make their own investment decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial
position. Charts, tables and graphs contained in this overview or in the Documents are not intended to be used to
assist an investor in determining which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or sell securities. While this overview
may contain past performance data, PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS,
WHICH MAY VARY. There can be no assurance that any investment strategy will achieve its investment objective
or avoid substantial or total losses. Except as required by law, MBS Mantra assumes no responsibility for the
accuracy and completeness of any forward-looking statements. Further, MBS Mantra does not provide legal and tax
advice; MBS Mantra recommends that investors consult with their own independent tax and legal advisers.
Any example represents an actual trade made by Samir Shah, MBS Mantra’s principal, and/or MBS Mantra; any
hypothetical represents a possible trade. None of the examples, whether actual or hypothetical, contained in this
overview and the Documents should be viewed as representative of all trades made by MBS Mantra, but only as
examples of the types of trades MBS Mantra expects to complete for its customers. None of the examples provided
can in and of themselves be used to determine which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them. It should
not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the
securities used as examples in these Documents. To the extent that this document contains statements about the
future, such statements are forward looking and subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, including, but not
limited to, the impact of competitive products, product demand and market risks, fluctuations in operating results
and other risks. (A complete list of trades made by Samir Shah and/or MBS Mantra is available upon request.)
This overview and all Documents provided by MBS Mantra should only be considered current as of the date of
publication without regard to the date on which you may receive or access the information. MBS Mantra maintains
the right to delete or modify the information without prior notice; MBS Mantra undertakes no obligation to update
such information, including, but not limited to, any forward-looking statements, as of a more recent date, except as
otherwise required by law.
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